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SPEC MIX BRICKLAYER 500® Celebrates 15th Anniversary
EAGAN, MN—Over the last 14 years much of the buzz in the masonry industry was centered on one simple question, who is the “World’s Best
Bricklayer?” Whether it’s on job sites, in contractor offices or at material supply yards, members of the masonry industry have caught the fire of the
SPEC MIX BRICKLAYER 500® movement. When SPEC MIX®, Inc. launched the competition in 2003, the event started out as a straight forward
bricklaying competition to spotlight the speed and accuracy of masons. Today, it is a phenomenon that has taken the industry by storm in more ways
than one.
Celebrating its 15th Anniversary World Championship competition on Wednesday, January 18th, 2017 at the World of Concrete tradeshow in Las
Vegas, the event is renowned as the entertainment venue and top attraction for the show’s 70,000 plus attendees. It doesn’t seem to matter whether
the spectators have a vested interest in the masonry or concrete side of the construction industry; the crowds that gather in the Las Vegas Convention
Center’s Gold Lot have grown exponentially.
At the coming year’s bricklaying series finale, an estimated 4,000 spectators will see an intense battle between 25 two-man teams comprised of one
mason and one mason tender racing against a 60-minute clock to build a 26’-8” double-wythe brick wall. While working at a feverish clip to install as
many units as possible, each team must adhere to the strict quality standards, judged by 30 highly qualified masonry experts enforcing 10 sets of
craftsmanship requirements. It’s the world’s only true test of speed, skill, and stamina that decides which bricklayer from the US, Canada, or England
will win the title of World’s Best Bricklayer and a purse of over $100,000 in cash and prizes including a 2017 FORD F-250 4x4 Super Duty truck.
Over the years the contest has evolved into a year-round series of events, adding over 20 regional qualifier rounds held throughout North America that
ultimately establish the final roster for the championship showdown in Las Vegas. Like athletes, these masons and their trusted tenders train,
practice and strategize for the Event, a practice that’s indicative of the pride and competitive drive they display on jobsites every day. For many, just
winning a Regional Qualifier contest and securing a spot in Las Vegas is an honor, but like all highly skilled competitors, winning is everything. To add
to the excitement of the 15th Annual contest, its fans will be cheering for nine new faces that will be entering the championship showdown for their
first time.
The SPEC MIX BRICKLAYER 500 program was created to give back to the masonry trade and has expanded in many positive aspects. Regardless of its
growth the event remains laser-focused on achieving its original goals of uniting the masonry industry and putting the craft’s trowel-toting artisans
on the world’s stage. It’s also taken on the role as the masonry industry’s top marketing campaign, frequently leveraged by industry professionals to
infuse a strong sense of pride within its craftsmen, as well as masonry instructors using it as a tool to recruit young adults and individuals looking to
start a new career.
The masonry industry has a lot to celebrate this year and is inviting you to join the masonry movement that is rallying at the 2017 SPEC MIX
BRICKLAYER 500 World Championship. It’s an experience you don’t want to miss as thousands of industry enthusiasts will be celebrating 15 years of
masonry pride and the endless assignment of working together to KEEP THE TRADE STRONG!
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Event sponsors: The 2017 SPEC MIX BRICKLAYER 500 World Championship relies on the support of its outstanding sponsors who help promote the
craftsmanship of masons and the masonry construction industry.
PLATINUM LEVEL
SPEC MIX, Inc.
QUIKRETE Companies
Ford Commercial Vehicles
Belden Brick Company
Hydro Mobile
Multiquip
STABILA

GOLD LEVEL
Blaklader Workwear
iQ Power Tools
Marshalltown Company
MCAA
Mortar Net Solutions
Prism Pigments
STIHL Inc.

CONTRIBUTOR LEVEL
AZ Best Block
Easy-Spred®
GATORBACK Mortarboards
Jackson Tools
JAG Clamp
Safway Scaffold
Xtreme Manufacturing

For more information on this event go to:
SPEC MIX BRICKLAYER 500® WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP & SPEC MIX TOUGHEST TENDER®
www.specmixbricklayer500.com or go to The 2017 SPEC MIX BRICKLAYER 500 World Championship Digital Magazine that will give you a history and
background of the Regional and World Championship competition program.
More about SPEC MIX®, Inc.:
SPEC MIX, Inc. is the construction industry’s national source for high quality; factory preblended cement-based building products for the construction
industry. With more than 60 manufacturing facilities in all major markets across the US and Canada, SPEC MIX production plants utilize state of the
art batching equipment and the finest materials to ensure total quality control throughout your project. SPEC MIX offers a deep line of masonry
mortars and grouts, stucco and industrial products including various patented silo systems to maximize a contractor’s productivity and safety. The
mission of SPEC MIX Inc. is to keep your jobsite team going, moving and working safely—all day, every day.
Additional information:
World of Concrete is the industry’s ONLY annual international event dedicated to the commercial concrete and masonry construction industries.
Featuring indoor and outdoor exhibits with the industry’s leading suppliers showcasing innovative products and technologies, exciting demonstrations
and competitions, and a world-class education program. Visit www.worldofconcrete.com for complete show details
NOTE USE OF TERMS: Please respect all legal trademarks for trade use. In print, the correct way to refer to the competition event is the 2017 SPEC MIX
BRICKLAYER 500® World Championship, and MASONRY MADNESS® or MASONRY MADNESS® Day, case use as shown. The award titles for SPEC MIX
TOP CRAFTSMAN®, and SPEC MIX TOUGHEST TENDER®, should be in all caps followed by the word, “award.” When writing about our corporation the
correct way to write our corporate name is SPEC MIX®, Inc. If referring to SPEC MIX brand the correct way is SPEC MIX®. The ® mark should always be
used on the 2017 SPEC MIX BRICKLAYER 500®, and SPEC MIX®, Inc. the first time either term is used in body copy and always used when either term
is in a headline or sub-headline. The same is correct for MASONRY MADNESS® or MASONRY MADNESS® Day.
If any of these title terms are used for mass media news or editorial use, we ask that the full term be used at least once at the beginning of the
article, thereafter, “event or competition” would be acceptable terms. Please do not cut, rename or edit the legal trademarked name of the event so as
to maintain the legal brand name and its integrity.
If you have any questions regarding this event, need images, video footage or logos, contact the following:
Jeff Farmakes
SPEC MIX®, Inc.
Marketing & Communications
O: 888-773-2649 Ext. 4
E: jfarmakes@specmix.com

1230 Eagan Industrial Road, Suite 160, phone 651-994-7120, fax 651-454-5315 www.specmixbricklayer500.com
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